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Watch this space

A week on from International Women’s Day (IWD) and all those great
initiatives, lunches, talks and discussions that were being had around
gender parity on 8 March have already dwindled. TBWA launched a
video series titled ‘Take the Lead’, DDB rolled out a campaign called
‘Talent Has No Gender’ – all bloody good signs but the momentum
needs to remain beyond the tent pole day to focus attention.
This edition of AdNews is The Gender Issue. The debate around

women in creative teams has lared up in the last six months, in
response to Leo Burnett’s ‘ive white male’ hires; more broadly sexism
in the ad industry has come under scrutiny as a result of the fallout
from M&C Saatchi’s 21st birthday celebrations. And so The Gender Issue
refers not just to this particular issue of AdNews, but to the broader
debate that has been raging not just for the last six months, or even six
years – but 60 years.

You’ll ind a feature on marketing to women, a roundtable discussion
about gender in the industry (page 13), the results of a SheSays survey
on attitudes (page 15) and opinion columns from senior women on the
state of afairs both here and overseas (page 26). Creative Choice (page
20) looks at various ads launched for IWD and in Creative Focus we ask
about diversity more broadly (page 18).

Thankfully, in Australia we don’t have the truly disgraceful situation
where an agency’s worldwide chairman and CEO is being sued by an
employee for allegedly making continual sexist and racist comments
including “joking” about raping her, referring to “fucking Jews” and
“black monkeys”. Some of it’s said to be on tape, according to Adweek’s
reports. That is the reality JWT is facing in the US where also shockingly,
parent company WPP is for now standing by Gustavo Martinez in the suit.

So we may not have that, but that’s not to say it’s all rosy here. Some
of the comments left in the SheSays survey about attitudes in agencies
would leave you appalled and saddened.

The roundtable I hosted a few weeks ago was to bring together some
key players and see what was really happening, what we could do next
and what role AdNews should play in it all. What was great was the
passion from those at the table to do something. And it was the irst
step towards an initiative due to launch to the market in the coming
weeks that seeks to address it. Watch this space.

We’re also launching the 2016 AdNews Media Summit today. We’ve
got some top industry speakers lined up for the one-day event in May
and a few more up our sleeve. Last year tickets sold out so get your
tickets fast. 

Rosie Baker is editor of AdNews

While everyone got all hot and bothered around the time of International Women’s Day,  
AdNews intends to keep the momentum going, Rosie Baker reveals.
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The only colour agencies 
should be interested in is green
Sarah Homewood

“If you are in advertising, you may be a racist,” 
was the somewhat bold title of a SXSW panel this 
week. While gender is the diversity issue hitting 
the headlines in Australia, race is a big part of the 
debate. In the US it’s a much more pointy issue.

The bottom line from the panel debate was 
that agencies need to create more diverse work 
environments that generate a wider breadth of 
ideas, which is proven to drive growth.

The panel was put together by Erin Swenson 
Gorrall, group planning director for MullenLowe 
US, following recent race related issues that have 
made headlines in the US, such as Ferguson, 
Baltimore and Donald Trump’s recent rhetoric.  
She wanted to know if some of these problems can 
be combatted through advertising.

The panel comprised Cummins&Partners strategy
and innovation oicer, Arwa Mahdawi, president 
and creative director for Moses Inc, Louie Moses, 
director, producer and writer, Thomas Allen Harris 
and his business partner, Don Perry.  

Mahdawi, who recently started satirical website 
Rent-A-Minority to combat the notion of faux 
diversity eforts, says a lot of the issues come back  
to hiring decisions. 

“It’s been proven again and again, more people 
in the room create more creative ideas. There 
is a strong business case for [diversity]. Rather 

than having the Hispanic agency, or the African 
American agency, let’s just try and focus on 
making agencies more relective of the country’s 
demographics,” she added. 

Mahdawi highlighted the absurdity of the 
multicultural agency, saying: “If we’ve got 
multicultural agencies, what does that make the 
other agencies? The straight white man agency?  
And actually most of the time they are.”

Moses agreed adding that, brands want to sell 
product and they’ll be able to do that better if 
agencies and their messaging connects with a 
wider breadth of consumers, but relying on race to 
identify consumers is “lazy” storytelling.  

“The stereotypes, the cliches and the puns, all 
those things that we use in advertising are a really 
lazy way to proile people and target people,” 
he says. He adds that data from the Institute of 
Neuroscience and Psychology found that regardless 
of culture, language or skin colour, the basic human 
emotions such as happiness, sadness, fear, anger 
and surprise, are the same. 

“After a 20-year study that this institute did it said 
that we’re all the same. From an agency standpoint 
we want to share that with a client, and connect 
with people on an emotional level,” Moses said.

“In general brands want to sell products or 
services, and if we can connect that with a customer 
or consumer they’re happy, because the colour they 
care about is green.”

Your trash can is full.

adnewsjobs.com.au

BEHIND THE NEWS

Sarah Homewood

This isn’t just an 

incendiary SXSW 

panel name, it ’s a 

conversation that 

needs to be had, and

not just in the US.

Another session in the

same venue the previous day was so busy I 

was sitting on the floor, but for this session, 

while the turnout was solid, the room wasn’t 

full. I could hardly believe it.

It ’s well known that many agencies and 

companies have a diversity issue - not just a 

gender issue - especially in the higher ranks. 

It was disheartening that so little attenion 

was being paid and more weren’t here to try 

to solve a problem that still leaves so many 

feeling like they don’t have a voice. It goes 

back to why it ’s so hard to solve diversity 

issues; the majority of industry doesn’t think  

it has a problem to start with. 

This was no regular panel, and the 

conversation was prefaced with “to be 

open and a real conversation about race in 

advertising”.  

Part of the conversation was as an industry 

we are constantly searching for what makes 

consumers different, so they can be sold to. 

However if we look for similarities, we’ll be in a 

better place. This conversation is often not had 

because when it is, everyone is always looking 

for someone to blame, or watching what they 

say for fear of saying the wrong thing. 

To break through we need to have a 

conversation without blame attached in order 

to drive real change. 
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Nine's new sales boss bullish 

on return to form
Arvind Hickman

Nine's new sales boss Michael Stephenson,

who replaces Peter Wiltshire, the network's chief

revenue oicer who exited the business this week,
is so conident in the network's position that he is
urging advertisers to over-index their investment
in the second quarter as the organisation predicts
a huge rebound after one of its worst starts to a
ratings season.

Also on the agenda for the second half of this
year is selling more integrated television and
digital packages to advertisers, which could soon
include addressable advertising.

“We will have the capability to do it towards the
middle of this year but when we will physically
do it is yet to be determined,” he said. “What
you need is enough scale [of data] to make it
meaningful.” Another area Nine is banking on
is digital video, which Stephenson described as 
“absolutely the hot thing in town”.

In the irst ive weeks of this year's rating
season, Nine Network had an audience share
of 25.6% compared to Seven's 32.1% during the
coveted evening period. At the same stage last
year, Nine Network had a 27.3% audience share
compared to Seven's 31.9%.

The decline is due to a two percentage point
drop from Nine’s main channel. The latest SMI
igures show too that both Seven and Ten took
a bite out of Nine’s share of adspend via media
agencies. Stephenson admits Nine's audience
share is lower than it was 12 months ago, but
remains bullish as he takes on his new remit.

“It's not a surprise because we knew what we
had in the irst quarter compared to what we had
last year,” he said. Nine's “soft” start compared
to last year is due to several factors. The 2015
Cricket World Cup and The Block, a “juggernaut”
Stephenson said is the “most integratable format 
in Australia”, make the comparables tough.

This year, Nine's reboot of Australia's Got
Talent against Seven's My Kitchen Rules did little 

to dent Seven's number one show. The start of
the NRL season, which has helped Nine achieve
its strongest ratings week, is a sign the tide is
turning this year while hopes are also pinned
on The Voice, although Stephenson was reticent
to name any of the sponsors that are already 

locked in. “That's why we will be so strong in
quarter two and that's why we are in the market
now encouraging advertisers to over-index with
us in that period because of the ratings that we
are going to deliver ... that's how positive and 
conident we are.”

BEHIND THE NEWS

Arvind Hickman

Nine's start to the

ratings season has

been less than ideal

but it would be

wrong to dwell too

much on a stuttering

start. Although

Nine's new down-

to-earth revenue boss

Michael Stephenson

exudes a calm exterior, the

sluggish start will privately grate

against his competitive streak.

“I am fiercely competitive,” he said this week, adding

he is “ obsessed and focused” on driving Nine's 400-

plus sales team to deliver against “strategic objectives”.

Pitching more integrated television and digital

packages to advertisers, as well as the move to

addressable advertising will also be key to Nine's

future fortunes.

The capability, he said, will be there mid-year

but there isn't yet the wealth of personal data

required to underpin it, data which is being

collected from Mi9 data collection. Launching

addressable advertising could be a massive

win for Nine and help the network make the most

of video advertising, which Stephenson rightly

described as the hottest thing in town.

Last year, Nine's ratings were buoyed by a

much stronger international cricket season, including

a home Cricket World Cup. Live sport is always a huge

draw and the loss of 10 days of cricket, combined with

poor opposition will have had an affect.

So, too, will a shift in programming, running a reboot

of Australia's Got Talent against the powerful MKR

brand – an experiment that has probably failed.

Last year, it took Nine Network and its main channel

Nine until mid-June to take over the top audience

share from Seven. Stephenson appeared confident the

network will turn it around again in the second quarter.

Nine has a challenge ahead. There's a lot of work to

put in to take it from where it currently is – to where it

needs to be in the market. With another executive from

former CEO David Gyngell’s era now departed, Nine

boss Hugh Marks will be banking on another one of

his appointments to help steer Nine back into growth.

As he takes hold of the revenue reins after years of

industry veteran Peter Wiltshire, it will be important

for Stephenson to strike the right balance between

continuity and stamping his own mark on the role.

In his favour is that he is well respected in the media

market and will have time to settle into his new role.

Michael Stephenson
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PICKOF THEWEEK

UNICEF shines a light on the

dark reality of child brides in a

spot released to coincide with

International Women’s Day.

Teaming up with bridal blog Bridal

Musings, UNICEF produced the

western-style wedding video,

showing an 11-year-old girl preparing

to wed a 35-year-old man. At first the

clip appears to show a happy bride

preparing for her big day, but as she

walks up the aisle it becomes clear

she is terrified. UNICEF aims to end

child marriage, a horror that 15 million

girls worldwide still face today.

MARKET MOVEMENT

STW Group’s digital specialist agency Switched on 

Media has won the account to develop the brand’s 

approach to web-based sales.

Fiat Chrysler Automobiles in the US has conirmed the 

shop’s status as AOR for the brand.

Vizeum has won the AFL media account following  

a competitive review, moving the account  

from incumbent MediaCom.

Ainity won the Flordis account following a three-way 

pitch. The agency will manage the strategy, creative, data 

and media duties of the natural medicines business.

Hyatt has named MullenLowe its global agency 

of record ater a competitive pitch.

Sydney based Rage Communications has been awarded 

the digital marketing mandate for Unilever Food 

Solutions (UFS) in Australia and New Zealand.

THE WEEK IN NUMBERS

A STORYBOOK WEDDING 
UNICEF 
BRIDAL MUSINGS

94%
Over 94% of Australian 

students aged 12 -17 years report 

exposure to alcohol advertising 

on television 

49%
of mothers report experiencing 

discrimination in the workplace 

at some point during pregnancy, 

parental leave or returning to work 

18.8%
Women earn an average  

18.8% less than men 

$6bn
Value of online advertising in 

Australia reaches almost  

$6 billion 

70%
Marketers will invest 70% 

more this year on marketing 

automation software

21%
of the world’s managers  

are female

$5.9bn
Online advertising in Australia 

surged 24% last year to reach 

$5.9 billion in value  

throughout 2015

$42bn
Mobile adspend in the US is set 

to hit $42 billion this year 

22%
of people in the UK use  

online adblockers

35%
Women make up only 35% 

of the full-time work force, 

compared to 70% of part-time 

work force

SEE FOR YOURSELF

Use the free viewa app to scan this page to watch the ads, read 

the stories and get the full picture. Just hover over the pages with  

the viewa logo. It’s fun.
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MOST 
VIEWED

The 10 most viewed stories  
on AdNews.com.au  

from 3- 15 March.

1. 
WINNER OF ADNEWS AGENCY  

OF THE YEAR REVEALED
The Monkeys took out the coveted  

AdNews Agency of the Year award.

2.  
FIRST RADIO RATINGS OF 2016
Kiis hosts Kyle and Jackie O remain on top  

in the first radio survey of the year.

3.  
FACEBOOK CLOSE S SALE S LOOP; 
TAKE S BITE OUT OF THE COOKIE

Facebook ups measurement capabilities, 

allowing clients to compare offline  

POS data with online data.

4. 
IS THIS THE BE ST ACCEPTANCE 

SPEECH EVER?
Isobar’s Tom McMullan wins title for  

best acceptance speech ever with a  

rendition of Seal’s Kiss from a Rose.

5.  
PUBLICIS RE STRUCTURE S  

GLOBAL MEDIA
Publicis Group restructured its global  

media into four arms as part of a  

group-wide transformation initiative.

6.  
NINE’S REVENUE CHIEF  

PETER WILTSHIRE EXITS
Wiltshire has stood down as chief revenue  

officer of Nine Entertainment Co.

7. 
POLLARD RE STRUCTURE S 

TELSTRA MARKETING TEAM
Top level marketers face restructure  

under CMO Joe Pollard.

8. 
QUANTIUM AND OOH!MEDIA  

TO REVOLUTIONISE TARGETING 
Ooh!Media partners with Quantium to  

target audiences using OOH.

9. 
PHOTO GALLERY: ADNEWS  

AGENCY OF THE YEAR 
There was glitz, there was glamour, and  

even Derek Zoolander showed up.

10. 
DAVID JONE S LAUNCHE S CONTENT 

SERIE S FOR INTERNATIONAL 
WOMEN’S DAY

Influential Aussie women weighed in on the big 

issues facing women in today’s society.

COOL BANANAS

Ten has revealed former Bachelorette hopeful,  

Richie Strahan will be Australia’s next ‘bachelor’  

as the network gears up for the return of the hit  

show. Strahan, a rope technician from Western 

Australia, won over the audience as a contestant  

on last year’s first season of The Bachelorette with 

now 2DayFm host Sam Frost.

PUBLICIS RE STRUCTURE S

Publicis Group has restructured its global media into 

four arms as part of its group-wide transformation 

initiative. This will see six media brands moved 

to create four. The agency network full names of 

Starcom Mediavest Group and ZenithOptimedia 

Group will be retired.

OBAMA'S PLEA

President Barrack Obama has called on the tech 

community, at South by Southwest, to use its skills 

to make government processes better. Obama 

spoke about how the government wants to further 

streamline its processes using technology, with 

a focus on increasing voting rates and voting 

understanding within the American population.

BOWLED OUT

Shane Warne has been bowled out of Ten’s I’m a 

Celebrity Get Me Out Of Here. Warnie was a show 

favourite, with his foot-in-mouth forays and 

rumoured love affair with DJ Havana Brown.  

797, 000 viewers tuned in to see his exit, also  

getting a glimpse at the spin king’s full-blown  

phobia of spiders.

DOWN AND OUT 

Peter Wiltshire has stood down as chief revenue 

officer of Nine Entertainment Co. to be replaced 

by Michael Stephenson, stepping up to chief sales 

officer. Wiltshire has been at Nine for 10 years and 

says he will take a break after 27 years in the industry.

SHOCK JOCKS

Kiis’ Kyle and Jackie O have taken the top Sydney FM 

breakfast spot in the first 2016 radio survey and were 

well ahead on 12.5% audience share after gaining 2.4 

points from last survey. SCA’s 2DayFM breakfast’s 

Rove McManus and Sam Frost, stayed flat with 3.0%.

SIMPSON TROLLS

Seven News has been flooded with fake news tips 

based on references to The Simpsons. The show’s  

fans sent fake exclusives to the news station’s 

Facebook page with story lines from the animated 

TV program, including armed robbery and theft. 

Luckily, the news team caught on eventually.

NEWS WRAP

RUSSIAN ROULETTE

Tennis star Maria Sharapova has lost several major 

sponsors after admitting she failed a drug test at 

the Australian Open. The Russian, who receives 

endorsements worth $22 million each year, says  

she took the substance meldonium, which is banned 

for its oxygen-enhancing qualities. Sharapova also 

faces a four-year ban from tennis.
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The Media Summit Tech

FastFronts will deliver a

high-speed showcase of the

latest technologies, pilots,
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role of the agency look like 
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automated industry? Does 

there need to be major 

change in the structure of 

how agencies operate? 
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The rise of programmatic
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has quickly transformed how
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are hitting the headlines.

What are the real threats to

the digital world?
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Digital is the new television

and it wants those TV
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internet video boom?
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The gender 
issue

A month ago AdNews editor Rosie Baker hosted a roundtable to discuss
‘the gender issue’ in the advertising industry. It was to put a stake in the ground
and push an agenda for change. The company was high calibre, the discussion 

illuminating, and what comes next, the action, will be powerful.

The theme for International Women’s Day this
year, which fell on 8 March, was ‘gender parity’. It
was also one of the biggest themes that came from the
roundtable discussion AdNews held a month before.

The idea behind the roundtable was to gather a
cross section of inluential and involved igures from
creative and media agencies from networks and
independents, industry bodies, clients and media
owners, to build a foundation for change following
recent events that have put gender equality back
into the spotlight.

The attendees had disparate motivations but
all wanted the same result – a stronger Australian
ad industry. One that can attract and retain the
best talent, ofer a dynamic and inviting creative
environment for everyone, from whatever
background and life stage, and one that isn’t beset
by claims of sexism and policies that belong in the 
history books.

What emerged were some key areas that need
tackling and an appetite to make it happen. The
one central point was that a more diverse industry
means better output. How to achieve it is less simple
but neither is it rocket science.

Jules Hall, founder and CEO of The Hallway, said:
“We’re in the business of creativity and talking to
people from all diferent backgrounds … diversity is
a critical component to talk to the diverse audiences
that every brand needs to have.”

Commercial imperative

What was clear was that this isn’t a “women’s issue”.
It goes far beyond it. Nitsa Lotus, Whybin\TBWA
GM, said: “We’ve been talking about this issue for so
long, but it’s not just a women’s issue. I think that if
we make it a women’s issue then we’re leaving men
out of the equation and that’s dangerous territory.”

AGENDA

Justin Di Lollo, STW business director, who has
had a lifelong involvement with diversity and gender
issues and was previously an advisor to the minister
for the status of women in Keating’s government,
contests that it’s not even a people issue.

“There’s something of much bigger national
signiicance going on here,” he said. “If we want to
continue to be a high skilled, high productivity, high
creativity industry and contribute to the economy,
we cannot do that with false barriers inside
companies that stop people getting ahead. What
we’re talking about here is of massive signiicance
well beyond our industry.”

Michele O’Neill, strategy director at VCCP, who
presented a paper on gender in the industry at the
Agency Symposium last year, agreed.

“There is a bigger endemic issue at play here. I
was part of this conversation 25 years ago when I
left Sydney and I’ve recently come back and we’re
still having it – there is something fundamentally
wrong,” O’Neill said, adding that she has noticed
it more starkly in Australia than elsewhere after
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20 years overseas. “There’s a commercial imperative 
- to survive and thrive we have to recognise that the 
more diverse the group of people at the table, the 
better the outcome,” she said.

Jee Moon, VP of marketing at Luxottica, and the 
lone client represented in the discussion, ofered 
that diversity does play a role in the selection of 
agencies, particularly when marketing to a female 
audience, so there is also an immediate impact on 
accepting the status quo.

“Why is it that when I sit on panels or in pitches 
that the teams coming in to present and talk 
passionately about diversity are middle-aged men in 
grey suits? This is something that afects the 
future of our industry and it isn’t just about
women. It’s about the way we shape and 
format going forward,” Moon said.

Tony Hale, Communications Council 
CEO, pointed out too that the Australian ad 
industry simply “is not representative” of the
Australian population in terms of gender, 
race and age, and it has to be. There is 
recognition that the council has done a wave
of good work in the area of gender equality 
and ofers advice and frameworks for getting 
it on the CEO’s agenda, setting up a diversity council 
and more, but even with those in place agencies like 
Leo Burnett have still struggled, which suggests it’s 
not enough. 

Leo Burnett is just one example. Sarah Palmer, 
the agency’s head of talent management, who has 
been on the pointy end of things in recent months 
after Leos was castigated for its hiring of ive white 
male CDs, said the agency still faces a problem 
in the creative team even though it has hiring 
and development policies designed to encourage 
diversity.

The hidden problem

Unconscious bias emerged as a key issue across 
the board. One aspect of the debate around 
M&C Saatchi’s 21st birthday party celebrations 
and whether it was appropriate, was that it 
demonstrated the unconscious sexism and bias at 
play. No one is suggesting there is a Machiavellian 
boys club sitting around, actively thinking of ways 
to keep women down, but it’s dangerous because it 
sits in the “hidden things” as Whybin\TBWA’s Lotus 

puts it. But Di Lollo said STW has been doing some 
work internally with some of its agencies around 
unconscious bias “to break up some of the glue that 
holds those old-fashioned constructs together”.

Because “like hiring like” is a common 
occurrence that results in male-dominated teams, 
enforcing diversity in interview panels, ensuring 
a role cannot be illed unless there is at least 
one female candidate, sending leadership on 
unconscious bias training, or simply making them 
aware that it exists, are what Di Lollo calls “simple 
hacks” that any sized agency can do.

Flexible choices

Flexible working practices was another hot subject. 
Flexibility in working for women is a key issue – but 
the reality is that it’s not just about women and 
mothers – so it’s another aspect that crosses over 
into the debate around unconscious bias.

As a service business by nature, agencies need 
to be able to be responsive, which means lexible 
working doesn’t always it easily and that can be 
an excuse for not making it possible. The Hallway’s 
Jules Hall explained that it is making it work 
successfully by ensuring lexible working patterns 
are explained and understood by clients so their 
expectations are managed. 

For J. Walter Thompson GM Jenny Willits, one of 
the simplest things about tackling the unconscious 
bias is about the language we use around lexibility. 
It’s assumed that it will be women leaving early to 
collect children and men are not encouraged to do 
the same. 

“We talk about mothers – not parents,” she said. 
“Flexibility needs to it the individual. Working 
parents – not just working mums.”

Mindset matters

Spotify last year introduced six months’ paid 
parental leave for men and women – redeemable 
until the child is three. National head of sales 
Andrea Ingham said: “The mindset has been to 
give our people what they need when they need it. 
It’s what we do for our customers.”

The idea of making it possible for everyone 
to “bring their whole self to work,” without 
fear of any judgement or admonishment drew 
broad support and part of the battle is making it 
acceptable for men to take up the same lexibility, 
to normalise it across the workplace.

Havas Worldwide head of strategy Imogen 
Hewitt said she had been “labbergasted” in 
the past at the response in other sectors to men 
wanting to work part-time or lexibly to balance 
family life, adding that until it is accepted that 
there is value to being at home, nothing will 
change.

The cost of implementing lexible working 
schemes and things like paid parental leave often 
come up as barriers, particularly when agencies 
are facing ever-squeezing margins, but many small 
scale initiatives cost nothing, according to STW’s 
Di Lollo. It can also come back to a mindset around 
how agencies are remunerated – on an hourly basis 
for time spent. It can be a barrier for encouraging 
lexibility because it feels like those hours need to 
be clocked in the oice at the desk.

Other structural issues such as the gender pay 
gap need to be tackled. Every agency has it within 
their power to audit salaries – and many would be 
shocked at what they found. Being armed with that 
information is enough to kick-start a push to ensure 
men and women with the same experience doing 
the same job are paid the same. Putting in place 
targets to encourage more women into leadership 
roles and creating an environment where there are 
role models for younger generations to aspire to 
were also discussed.

The economic and commercial argument 
for seriously stepping up eforts on 
diversity in the industry is one side of 
the debate, behaviour and mindset is 
another, but equally as serious is the 
long-term viability and attractiveness 
of the industry. If advertising isn’t able 
to compete with other more appealing 
sectors it will not attract the most 
creative, the most inventive minds and  
so begins its downfall. There was a 
genuine fear around the table that this  
is already happening. 

O’Neill, who also lectures at the University of 
Sydney said: “The kids I speak to want to go to 
Facebook, to Spotify, they maybe want to go to 
The Monkeys. No one wants to go to a network. 
We are so behind, but we need to be the industry 
that behaves creatively.” But she’s hopeful for 
change with the next generation of leaders coming 
through, although it hasn’t happened in the  
last 25 years. 

And so a proposal. 
“This is an opening gambit, this group can form 

our own good housekeeping seal of approval, 
create a charter, a kite mark that would become a 
diferentiator for agencies – you’re either in or  
you’re out,” O’Neill said. 

In the coming months, AdNews will crystalise 
some plans alongside key industry players to put 
in motion an initiative that will put a stake in the 
ground around gender parity in the Australian 
industry.

On page 24 you can �nd a feature that looks  
at marketing to women, another contentious  
element of the ‘gender issue’.

There’s a commercial imperative – to 
survive and thrive we have to recognise 

that the more diverse the group of people 
at the table, the better the outcomee



Key indings:

• 38% of female creatives who have let

agencies did so because they didn’t feel valued or

recognised; 43% did so to ind a better work life balance

• 91% of all respondents agreed strongly or slightly

that “creative agency staf are always male-dominated

within the creative or senior management teams”

• 60% of women intend to stay at their current

creative agency, meaning there’s a general 

acceptance of “this is just how it is”
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Last month AdNews hosted a survey put out
by SheSays, aimed at putting some facts behind  
the anecdotes about women’s experience in
agencies. Some of the results are shocking,  
but not all that surprising.

In Australian creative agencies, 70%
of women have personally experienced
sexual discrimination, and mid-sized
agencies of between 20-60 people seem
to be the worst ofenders, according to the
survey’s results.

The survey polled more than 400 people
across the Australian industry and found some
common themes that put some numbers behind
some common assumptions made, or denied, about
creative agencies. It appears the boys club is alive
and well, sexual harassment, bullying, intimidation 
and being discriminated against for deciding to 

have children are the reality – like it or not, it’s
happening, according to the survey.

“My hypothesis is that small agencies run
like a family and tend to foster respect, and

large organisations tend to have gender
discrimination policies in place plus they’re
in the spotlight so can’t aford to slip up
publicly,” suggested SheSays spokesperson 
Kristine Ballensky, strategy director at 
Initiative.

SheSays conducted the survey to
understand gender discrimination in creative

agencies – what are the barriers and issues we
need to overcome to address the gender gap in
creative and senior management positions.

“Rather than throwing more opinions in the mix,
we decided to do a survey to start with some facts,” 
Ballensky said.

Start with the facts
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These days your actual and

potential customers curate their

own media worlds. Consuming

content of their liking on channels

of their choosing whenever it suits

them. Spoilt for choice they don’t

much like being interrupted - by

the likes of ads.

So you have to work smarter to

get their attention and the best

way to do this is to serve them

up great inspiring content that

they want to engage with. That

also gets your business’ message

across. Interest them. Don’t

interrupt them.

YafaCustomContent are the

content experts. In fact there’s

only one thingweknowbetter

than great content and that’s your

targetmarket.

Because they’re the audienceof

YafaMedia’s brands.

Talk tous about howwecanmake

you the story theywill talk about.

Via ourmedia, yourmedia and

themultitudeof other channels

wecan leverage.

Let’s engage.

Contact Yafa Custom Content 

Director Matt Porter on: 

t.  02 9213 8209

m. 0414 390 176

e. mattporter@yafa.com.au

To make dollars, you first need to make sense

Your business message Your business message + Custom Content

yafa.com.au/custom-content

METHODOLOGY and beyond, the SheSays database and Award School to

canvass the next generation.

There was some feedback that the survey started

with stereotyped positions, but Ballensky said it was a

deliberate starting point to “provoke raw emotion” rather

than having open ended questions which would make it 

difficult to track any changes the next time the survey is

done.

“Using negative stereotypes as stimulus forces people

to pick a side and offer a strong POV, something we

desperately need right now,” she emphasised.

Of 419 responses, 82% were female (which means 

we still need more men to join the debate and add

a perspective) 68% were from Sydney, 19% from

Melbourne, and the remainder were from other states.

Most respondents were in the 25-44 year-old age bracket.

73% currently work in a creative agency, 15% used to work

in a creative agency, 44% are in a creative department.

AdNews was a launch partner of the SheSays online survey

which was backed by The Monkeys and Anomaly. The

survey went out to AdNews readers in creative agencies 
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Check out AdNews’

collection of

International

Women’s Day

2016 ads at www.

adnews.com.au/

collections/

international-

women-s-day

R/GA ‘Love has no labels’

Variety, the 
spice of life
Like the old adage about keeping things interesting,  

is it about time diversity became de rigeur in the  

advertising industry, Rachael Micallef asks.

Earlier this month Sir Martin Sorrell dedicated 
the last paragraph of WPP’s 2015 preliminary 
results announcement to diversity in the 
workplace. He said “while we have never believed 
that only a teenager can understand a teenager 
or only a pensioner can understand a pensioner, 
there can be no doubt that diversity among our 
people is a professional necessity.”

They’re wise words despite what you may or 
may not think about WPP’s own diversity, and 

implicitly point to a problem in advertising:  
the white man syndrome. It’s a norm in the 
industry, one that has already reared its head  
this year, but something that is still spoken of  
far too infrequently and acted upon even less.

And while we don’t propose to build Rome  
in a day we thought it was itting to ask those  
who live and breathe advertising how they  
think the industry can tackle the problem and 
increase diversity. 

NICCOLA PHILLIPS

HEAD OF ART

LIDA

Advertising people of Australia, we need to talk.
David Ogilvy once said, “The consumer is not 

a moron, she is your wife”. How right you were 
Mr Ogilvy, but let me evolve this a fraction. The 
consumer still isn’t a moron, but her surname  
could be Nguyen. And she might actually want a  
wife of her own.

We’re stuck in a vicious cycle where white, middle-
class, heterosexual, private school educated agency 
people populate their ads with white, middle-class 
nuclear families. A new generation of white, middle-
class, heterosexual and private school educated 
people see those ads and we ofer them a job in 
advertising. And, honestly, repeating the same thing 
over and over again is boring.

Diversity in advertising shouldn’t just be a matter
of satisfying demographics. It should be a creative 
necessity. Imagine the art world without Jean-Michel 
Basquiat or the literary world without Maya Angelou. 

Instead of hiring a younger/older/smarter version 
of yourself, how about hiring someone completely 
diferent? Someone who might not have won that 
Cannes Lion (yet), but might actually invent a whole 
new category?

You just hired a female creative team? Go you! But 
don’t just give them the tampon brief. Give them 
the truck brief and the beer brief. And how about 
representing the ‘real’ Australia in our ads. The 
one where more than a quarter of our population 
was born overseas. You might inspire someone 
completely diferent to give advertising a go and 
change its face forever. Be the change you want to 
see, Australian advertising. I know you have it in you. 

You hired a female creative 
team? Don’t give them the

tampon brief, give them the
truck and beer briefs
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About Niccola: 

For Christmas, Niccola asked Santa for two 

things: diversity in advertising and a pony. 

Thus far, neither has eventuated. When 

not crating typography she volunteers as 

head of the National Award School.

CREATIVE FOCUS
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JANE BURHOP

CO-FOUNDER

COMMON VENTURES

Quick. Hurry. Now. With diversity currently
getting the attention it deserves, let’s act on it. As
a replacement for my opinion, here’s a to-do list
so you can get cracking. Print this out and stick
it on your forehead so everyone knows when you
tick them all of.

1. Take a good hard look at yourself. Find the
nearest mirror or stare deep into the eyes of
your most recent selie. Then ask the question:
Am I doing enough? If the answer is sort of, keep
looking. As of now, this is your issue. Own it.

2. Learn a new body language. Be hyper-aware
as to whom you’re making eye contact with in
meetings. Not locking peepers with everyone at
the table makes those who miss out feel invisible
and will only have a negative efect on conidence
and who contributes.

3. Put the word ‘diversity’ on the top of your  
to-do list, board’s agenda or Trello card. Prioritise 
it, highlight it or draw a dick next to it – do what-
ever needs to be done to make sure this does not 
get pushed aside or forgotten.  

4. Hire like it’s 2016. Throw your subconscious 
bias out the window and make sure your inter-
view panel is just as diverse as your potential 
employees. And remember, when it comes to 
salary negotiations, ‘mind the pay gap’. 

5. Find your voice. You scream encouragement 
at your sports team, you push your partner to 
be the best possible version of themselves – now 
speak up and support your friends, strangers and 
colleagues. It’s time that pack mentality became  
a positive phrase. 

Make sure your interview
panel is just as diverse as

your potential employe s

Ma

ees

About Jane:

Jane swears by diversity when it comes

to doing business. From ideation and

income streams to the people and their

point of view - it’s a mixture of minds that

attracts disruption and innovation.

DAVID PONCE DE LEON

EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR

OGILVY MELBOURNE

SABIR SAMTANI

FOUNDING PARTNER

REBORN GROUP

I think less words and more action would be a 
good start. So I’ll keep it short. What I’ve found 
most irritating about this issue is the broad 
range of excuses we hear from those who can 
actually make a real diference. ‘We always hire 
on skill.’ ‘Talent must come irst.’ ‘We will never 
do quotas.’ ‘There’s plenty of diversity in other 
company departments.’ 

It’s bloody hard to ix a problem when people 
are genuinely convinced they don’t have one. I 
have one piece of advice for agency leaders: if you 
don’t believe you have a diversity problem, go and 
ask your staf. Have a walk around your oice. 
What do you see? Do you see a diverse workforce? 

Is it a true relection of our society? Does it feel 
genuinely open, tolerant and embracing of all? 
Most importantly, is it a progressive vision of the 
world and the future of your company and the 
industry in general? If it is, good on you. If it isn’t, 
go out of your way to ix it. Do everything in your 
power to do so. 

I believe what people found most frustrating 
about the ‘seven white men’ episode was it looked 
like the company wasn’t trying hard enough. 
Of course we have a diversity problem in our 
industry. It’s evident in certain areas and blatantly 
obvious in others, like creative. Noticing and 
acknowledging it is one thing, admitting it and 
taking action is quite another. Action will always 
speak louder than words. In this case, it’s what 
can make all the diference. 

While I believe Australia’s advertising industry is 
progressive when it comes to workplace diversity, 
there will always be room for improvement.

Whether it’s cultural, gender, age or lifestyle, 
promoting workplace diversity can be done in  
many ways. It starts with a consistent recruitment 
and hiring strategy that promotes it and a culture 
that enables it to thrive. 

Increasing representation of all groups within 
an organisation is what will help create a culture 
that is progressive and for the future. Creating 

leaders in business that set the tone, which will then 
ilter down to the rest of the organisation. Making 
managers and leaders accountable and reward 
those who embody it is one of the keys to success.

Encourage exploration and discovery among 
people within your organisation. Understanding 
someone’s background, their mindset, and what 
works for them will help foster an environment that 
encourages transparency and openness within a 
team. All of this needs to be layered with efective 
and open communication at all times.

At Reborn, diversity fuels our creativity and gives 
us the opportunity to look at things diferently. 
It gives even more meaning when we say it’s ‘our 
idea’ – it’s the collaborative output that helps deliver 
great work. Ultimately, commitment and ongoing 
measurement are the two key constants that will 
help maintain workplace diversity longer term.

As the saying goes, the whole is greater than the 
sum of its parts. 

reating leaders in your 
business that set the tone
will ilter down to the rest

of the organisation
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About David: 

Colombian-born Ponce de León is well-

known on the international circuit for 

his award-winning campaigns and has 

long been an advocate of diversity in 

every format.

About Sabir: 

Sabir is one of the founding partners  

at Reborn Group who has helped  

deliver successful work for brands  

like Nestlé, Lion, CSIRO, Colgate and 

Revlon.

Action will always  
speak louder than words.
In this case it’s what can

make the diference

spe
an
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POCKET 
MONEY
ANZ

Ryan Stubna  I love this ad –  

it is well executed and touches 

on a poignant truth. What adds 

richness to the ad is that it’s not 

simply a conveniently timed 

piggyback of IWD; it links to a 

website full of relevant articles, 

information and support. And,

importantly, it shows customers

what they’re actually doing

about equality within their

organisation.

Michelle Schuberg There’s

nothing new about using cute

kids in advertising to get across 

a serious adult message, and 

when it’s done well it can 

really knock you sideways. In 

this instance, the first half is 

engaging, clear and works well, 

but by the end it just doesn’t hit 

as hard as it should. A lot of the 

children’s lines come across a 

bit staged and the unfortunate 

outcome is that I still have no 

idea what the brand is doing to 

change things. Do ANZ have 

equal pay for women? If so, I’d 

like to hear about it, if not... well. 

RS The inclusion of all shapes,

sizes, nationalities and abilities

in this ad is fantastic, and the

positive message of encouraging

confidence and giving things a

go should be applauded. Rather

than ‘job done’, the audience

is then directed to a website

that makes it simple to go from

watching to doing.

MS Why do government

ads never quite ring true? It

feels real and it’s not overly

condescending in its approach.

But something about the

delivery is a bit like when your

parents are trying to sound

cool at your 15th birthday party.

Will it be aspirational enough

for young girls? It might have

taken ‘real’ too far and it might

be mums’ and dads’ version

of real. I’d like to ask some

teenage girls what they think,

but I suspect that despite best

intentions and a good concept,

the delivery will lead to an eye

roll (from the couch).

Creative Whybin\

TBWA Group 

Melbourne

Medium Social

Creative Sibling

Mediums Print,

point-of-sale,

catch-up TV,

digital, social, radio

OWN YOUR
STORY
WESTFIELD

GIRLS MAKE 
YOUR MOVE
FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT

Mediums Television, 

social, print, out-of-

home and digital.

RS It’s a nicely shot ad, but 

shallow. While Delta is a 

respected role model for  

young girls, the ad is quite 

introspective and doesn’t 

succeed in inspiring fearless-

ness and dreaming big. It will 

probably sell nice dresses to 

play the piano in though.

MS After hearing Delta 

Goodrem open the piece  

with “Dear Delta…” I grew 

nervous. But this ad won me 

over with its moody visual  

style and music, as well as its 

positive, simple messaging. 

Ending with “Remember, you 

can be anything” was a strong 

touch and overall I felt this ad 

worked well. T his also sets 

itself up nicely for an effective 

ongoing campaign. It’s nice 

to think that the brand didn’t 

just create an empowered 

ad for women because it was 

International Women’s Day, but 

because that’s what the brand 

stands for every day. 

Ryan Stubna
Creative director
Lavender

There are some strong 
and important messages 
of women’s equality, self-
image and self-belief here. 
However, when brands 
leverage days such as 
IWD, the whole CX should 
be considered, not just a 
one-of TVC/video.

Michelle Schuberg
ECD, Imagination 
Australia

IWD is a sensitive area,  
with a huge risk ofcreating 
something clichéd or 
condescending. I’d love 
to know how many of 
these brands truly walk 
the talk when it comes to 
these issues. It’d be great to 
hear from them in a more 
genuine way about how 
they’re living the message.

CREATIVE 

CHOICE

1.

2. 3.



SEEWHATTHEY’RE

ON ABOUT

Use the free viewa app to scan this page

to watch the ads for yourself. It’s fun.
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RS ‘Share the load’ has the 

potential to be the beginning  

of an effective and positive 

global movement. The idea  

has come from a real and 

relevant truth, and I can see 

mums all over the world  

loving Ariel for this. 

MS Beautifully done. This  

piece not only tugs at the 

heartstrings, it speaks to its 

audience in an understanding 

and thoughtful way. It says 

what every ad for household 

products in this country 

should be saying in this day 

and age – that they aren’t just 

“for mum”. I was worried for a 

moment that it’d go too far and 

become a parody of the busy 

mum with her choreographed 

routine when she got home. 

But the strength of the concept 

and overall execution won 

out. It’s empowering without 

being patronising. This is how 

messaging is done when it’s 

done well. 

RS An ad telling women that

beautiful is ‘the ability to look in

the mirror and see that anything

is possible’ then sending them to

a website of cosmetics and skin

treatments just doesn’t sit right

with me. There seems to be a

disconnect between the brand

and the messages it is preaching.

There’s also a glaring lack of

girls who aren’t traditionally

‘beautiful’.

MS This ad is clichéd and

contradictory. If beauty is about

putting yourself out there, then

this ad should’ve been about

looking within to see what

you’re really made of, not about

how pretty you look in the

mirror. Don’t put your best face

forward, put your best effort

forward. Chase life, kick arse and

have some fun doing it. There’s 

nothing wrong with wanting to 

look great, but the brand could 

have been honest about that. It 

tried to take the high road and 

failed.

KNOWS 

WHAT 

MAKES A 

WOMAN 

BEAUTIFUL

NEUTROGENA

Creative Roberts & 

Langer

Mediums Social, 

point-of-sale, TV, print, 

out-of-home, digital

RS Oh I wish that I hadn’t seen 

the ANZ IWD ad first.

MS Much like the ANZ ad, I was 

left wondering what the brand 

is actually doing about all of 

the issues the ad discusses, 

other than listening to people’s 

opinions of them on Twitter. 

I had to watch this a couple of 

times to notice the staff name 

tags on a couple of people’s 

outfits to realise these were bank 

employees, since no one set up 

who they were from the outset. 

And while it’s impossible not to 

agree with what they’re saying, 

this feels like a last minute idea 

put together after someone 

remembered International 

Women’s Day was approaching.  

SHARE THE 

LOAD

ARIEL

Creative BBDO India

Mediums Social 

IT’S DOWN 

TO ALL OF US

NAB

Creative In-house

Mediums Social 

4. 6.

5.



A Bicycling Australia classic event held 
in the picturesque Southern Highlands.

The Bowral Classic is a genuine road cycle  classic (Grand Fondo) with a 160km course for  
the experienced competitors. The 90km and 25km course allow the whole family to get involved.

Feel the Freedom and ride for the 
charity that you are passionate about!  
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Beyond
femvertising

Marketing to women – understanding what makes them tick as consumers and
how communication addresses their desires, needs and concerns is changing,
but it will need to change fast to keep up with growing economic power of the
 world's females. It's time to step beyond femvertising, NicolaRiches reports.

Boston Consulting Group (BCG) projects
that women will control 75% of discretionary
spending around the world by 2028. Nielsen
estimates that by then women will collectively
out-earn men in the US.

More immediately, BCG expects women’s global
income to reach $18 trillion by 2018. We may
not have arrived at an ‘equal future’ yet, but it’s
inevitable and the clear message is this:
marketing tactics have to evolve to manage
the changes coming down the line.

Bec Brideson, Australian consultant on
the female economy, argues that the time
for change is upon us and if businesses
and companies want to survive and thrive
under the scrutiny of powerful female
consumers, now is the time to act.

“It’s time to rethink not just
communications, but products, pipelines
and the female-centricity of the entire
business because women will see the entire
picture,” she said. “Those businesses that are
already responding or pre-empting her needs
will win her dollars, her heart – and the race.”

‘Femvertising’ has provided a key starting
point for this very shift. #Likeagirl, ANZ’s
‘Smart Girls’ and ‘Pocket Money’, Dove’s
‘Campaign for Real Beauty’, and Ariel’s ‘Share
The Load’ (India) are all excellent examples
where a brand has not only developed a fresh
way to talk to women, but has also pushed
gender issues centre stage.

However, as much as those issues withstand
and necessitate constant re-telling, it is widely

thought brands will have to move past such
tactics and develop alternative ways to tune into
the female audience to prove they are authentic
and genuine.

“Femvertising is a start, a great entry point and
a topical, if not faddish way to win her attention.
But a business must build authenticity and a
genuine female factor as well,” Brideson warned.

Her sentiments are echoed by content agency
Red Engine’s director and head of strategy Kate
Richardson.
“As long as women face gender related

discrimination, there is the potential for brands
to raise awareness of the invisible, culturally
embedded issues that women deal with every
day,” she said.
“When this kind of communication is deeply

connected to a company's cultural beliefs it
can really resonate. When it feels tokenistic or
inauthentic, it's an absolute turn-of.”

The argument is that brands must look at
complete revitalisation through a female lens.

Those businesses that are
already responding or pre-empting

her needswillwin her dollars,
her heart – and the race

BIG PICTURE: MARKETING TO WOMEN

Brideson and Richardson both agree this 
should start at the product development phase. 
However, when it comes to marketing, several 
tactics have already been used across Australia 
to achieve this, most notably through content 
marketing plays – the premise being that women 
are more likely to engage with content and, in 
turn, respond, share and advocate. 

“Female shoppers now are so savvy  
to a brand message being rammed down 
their throat that for it to be engaging 
content, which touches them in a true 
and real sense, you have to deliver 
something authentic,” Westield senior 
group marketing manager Prue Thomas 
told AdNews. 

Thomas was responsible for the 
'Confessions of a Shopaholic' roll-out 
for Westield – a play which barely 
mentioned the brand but delivered 

content, wrapped around a cleverly-devised 
cross-retailer push, in an ‘always-on’ fashion. 

The campaign was so successful it resulted 
in the roll-out of a number of unexpected edits 
– partly because the content was so strong, but
also because audience response was so positive.

As the balance shifts, it’s not entirely clear 
how marketing will change, but what we do 
know is the following: storytelling will be 
essential, brands will rely on content and 
advocacy, and they will be forced to adopt a 
responsive, ‘always-on’ approach, but more 
than that, they will be held accountable to  
true authenticity. 
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ANZ’s ‘Smart Girls’ and ‘Pocket 
Money’, part of the bank’s Equal 
Future stand, are perfect examples 
of how to ground a gender-speciic 
campaign in authenticity and how 
a branding exercise can mean 
more than just ampliication. That 
it can genuinely go on to efect 
behavioural change and provide 
welcome utilities into people’s lives.

ANZ’s work – which won Ad of 
the Year at this year’s AdNews 

Agency of the Year Awards, created 
in conjunction with Whybin\TBWA 
Group Melbourne – is not a paper 
lantern designed to loat away 
when consumers start eyeing up 
the next shiny object. Instead, 
explains ANZ group marketing 
general manager, Louise Eyres, it is 
the result of a decade-long journey 
by the bank 
which began 
with a progra
of inancial 
literacy in 
the shape of 
MoneyMinded.
It had a strong 
skew towards 
women 
who wanted to be empowered
inancially.

The banking group understands 
that women seek authenticity in 
their dealings and purchasing, 
perhaps going some way to explain 
why Equal Future has been so 
successful. Eyres sees the move 
as being part and parcel of the 
company’s culture.

“This is fundamental to what 
ANZ is – minimising discrepancies 
where we can. ANZ lives and 
breathes these values,” she said.

It’s often been recognised that 
the inancial services industry 
has long defaulted to talking to 
men and talking in their language. 
However, in launching ‘Smart Girls’ 
and ‘Pocket Money’, ANZ realised it 
had to be sensitive to how women 
engage with content. 

Eyres explained how the bank 
adopted a luid approach to 
the execution of the campaign, 
modifying and adopting various 
executions as it monitored the 
responses of women across 
Australia.

“We start with a few assets, 
start the conversations, start the 
engagement, and as the assets grow, 
we see what’s resonating and keep 

building so we don’t push.  
We land a few pieces of content  
and see how they evolve. They are 
all diferent executions, with stories 
optimised around them,” she said.

Interestingly, ‘Smart Girls’ was 
designed to be a PR/social piece 
in digital channels – both seeded 
and paid – but then, owing to its 
success, ANZ later decided to 
broaden it out to TV. A decision 
on the future direction of ‘Pocket 
Money’ (which only landed this 
month) hasn’t been made. 

Whybin\TBWA creative director 
Tara Ford is convinced the latest 
instalment will be as well received 
as ‘Smart Girls’. 

“Pocket Money is really reson-
ating because it is unscripted 
and the responses are so raw. We 

relate to the 
unfettered 
sense of 
equity. It 
makes the 
issue very 
personal, 
here we are 
talking  
about 

people’s sons and daughters in 
your home. That’s very thought 
provoking,” Ford said.

ANZ is clear about the pathway  
it has chosen for Equal Future. 

“It really was a content strategy 
to generate debate and get other 
sectors to look at their systems,” 
Eyres said.

If anything it is a behavioural 
change program marked by the 
initiatives which underpin the 
advertising campaign: elements 
such as contributing $500 to 
female staf’s super funds when 
they are on maternity leave; 
specialist advice for women 
structured around diferent hours; 
a service line for women with 
less than $50,000 in super to 
assist them getting to a liveable 
threshold. 

But, perhaps, the icing on 
the cake of the whole efort is 
that within days of ‘Smart Girls’ 
launching there was a successful 
unilateral three-party call for a 
Senate Inquiry into the Economic 
Security for Women in Retirement. 
ANZ was invited to make the 
opening submission at the inquiry. 
That, right there, is efecting 
change.

Times like these call for drastic measures, but it's virtually impossible for one smart girl to do  
it alone. When a team of smart girls – indeed, an institution of smart people – come together, 
branding can become about more than shouting into a loudspeaker, it can actually set in  
motion  groundbreaking changes.

Case study:  Efecting true change the ANZ way

really was a content 
strategy to generate 
debate and get other 

sectors to look at
their systems

It r
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We simply need the  
very best people; we

need to be gender-blin

W

nd

Are we there yet? 
No

As a woman who has ‘reached the top’ I am 
sometime pointed to as proof that everything’s 
alright and so ‘women’ don’t need to speak up  
or lean in. Well, we still have a long way to go. 

We just don’t have enough women in senior 
positions, in almost every industry, in almost 
every market. Less than 5% of CEOs are female  
in the top 100 companies in any major market.

Advertising is not ‘that bad’. I calculated 21%  
of senior advertising leaders in Australia, but 
there’s some way to go given we enter the 
industry at 50/50. 

If we look at the creative industry it’s worse, 
and given that women control 2/3 of spending, 
accounting for $20 trillion dollars, you’d think the 
people making the ads could better represent and 
empathise with those buying the products.

There are many reasons why women disappear 
towards the top: cultural; gender role congruity; 
unconscious bias (that both men and women 
hold); physical (giving birth); and organisational 
and policy legacy structures. 

This may sound like a small thing, but there 
are questions I always get asked that men just 
wouldn’t, questions and assumptions I am always 
being subjected to about juggling work and family 
life. "How does your husband cope when you’re 
away so often," I get asked every time I travel. "As 
well as your wife," is my normal reply.

Women like me can be labelled aggressive or 
'bossy' and we seem to walk a tightrope between 
being liked or competent; if you’re liked, you’re 

not seen as competent and if you’re competent 
you’re often not liked. To me that’s pretty 
depressing and a very low bar – I’d rather be  
loved and brilliant than liked or competent. 

Next month I’m launching two global initiatives 
for the women of Maxus. Mind the Gap is helping 
us to get to grips with the data and making a 
commitment to the basic changes in policy 
around gender pay gaps (Maxus is ‘only’ 4% 
in favour of men vs a global norm of 23%), and 
maternity and paternity leave and our lexible 
working ofering. Walk the Talk comprises 
three equality events in New York, London and 
Thailand for 200 of our female leaders and the 
next generation of standout talent to empower 
and inspire them to reach their potential. 

Neither project is about creating undue 
advantage for women at Maxus; they’re about 
creating a level playing ield. And the reason I’m 
passionate about this is we simply need the  
very best people in our business; we need to be 
gender-blind.

And if you’re still asking does it matter?  
Take a look at how having more women – and 
more diversity in general – makes a diference  
to the business metrics all of us are measured  
by. EY, PwC and McKinsey all show hard facts 
that higher female representation in top 
management outperform those that don’t.  
So come on, let’s all try harder.

Lindsay Pattison is worldwide CEO of Maxus

THE CREATIVE VIEW

W men coming to f*** you. 
But not in the way you  

want to be f***ed

WomW

 Time for some 
tough talk

Femvertising is rocking it right now. It beholds 
revelatory injustices and inequalities as a platform 
on which brands can get attention and engage 
their female audiences. They strive to stand 
apart from their less enlightened competitors 
and become category leaders in driving change 
that makes this a world women want to live in. 
In doing so women buy their brand, because it 
resonates with their own values.

Leo Burnett is now famous for making inspiring 
and idealistic statements via their client P&G with 
the Always ‘Like a Girl’ TVC. But whether they are 
stuck in the 50s with regard to their own agency 
leadership is another matter. Or is it? A further 
irony in the proverbial ire is that P&G has a team 
of leaders that is also male skewed.

Cindy Gallop went for the knockout blow when 
she publicly declared, “the white men at the top 
have zero interest in reinventing the future”. 

Welcome to marketing to women and the uphill 
battle I’ve been ighting since 2004. Gallop argues 
that when you have an homogenous group of men 
at the top of holding companies, with millions in 
their banks, they enjoy so much privilege with 
perks, proit share and bonus packages that they 
have no incentive to change the industry. You may 
have heard them referred to as 'male, pale and 
stale'. They are everywhere.

A male colleague suggested I should describe 
the disruption of the female economic force in 
terms of “Women coming to f*** you. But not in 

the way you want to be f****d”. His contention 
was if I talk tough like the men in the boardrooms 
I might actually get more traction.  

It’s damn smart business to see brands embrace 
the new female consumer and take her to the next 
level of engagement. It’s even better to see what 
kind of results marketing to women strategies get.

Always’ ‘Like a Girl’ campaign showed a strong 
double digit percentage increase while most of its 
competitors saw declines. When brands actually 
embrace their female advantage they can expect 
leadership and growth. And men don’t need to do 
anything more than embrace diversity, enjoy the 
sharp focus on female consumers, and count the 
even stronger growth in the balance sheet.

Smart CEOs that have already started drinking 
from the $28 trillion female economy Kool-Aid 
have enjoyed leadership positions. Think Dove’s 
campaign for Real Beauty, L’Oréal’s ‘Women of 
Worth’ and Sport England’s ‘This Girl Can’.

A bespoke marketing to women strategy is like 
drilling for oil. You tap the right vein and you’re 
rolling in it. But don’t think an apologetic 10% of 
the marketing budget will be the silver bullet.  

It could be said the budget you allocate for 
engaging women is directly proportionate to how 
seriously you take the opportunity. You need 
C-suite strength and the leadership exec team to 
champion it with serious weight. It’s big business
this “women’s stuf”.

Bec Brideson is director of Venus Comms

OPINION
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I s more beneicial to see 
beta versions of great ideas
fail than to watch an over-

crated idea please

It’s
etb

ver-

There’s so much power
in being in a space where
everyone is in the same

state of mind

Th
n b

me

For inspiration, it doesn’t
get better than SXSW

Pace yourself. This was the advice I received 
crammed between two South by Southwest (SXSW)
veterans on the light between LAX  
and Austin, Texas. This leg of the journey felt a  
bit like the bus to school camp, everyone was on 
the plane for the same reason: on the hunt for 
excitement, inspiration and just a little bit  
of chaos. 

As I landed in Texas for the irst time I was 
greeted with everything I was hoping I would be. 
Within 30 seconds I saw a handlebar moustache, 
some bull horns and a BBQ joint, and that was  
just between the gate and the baggage carousel.

Down in the heart of Austin, thousands converge
on the SXSW epicentre and it becomes a sea of 
brand activations, food trucks and pedicabs. 

Day one sees blue-chip brands all opening their 
‘houses’ to show what innovations they have 
coming down the track and the thing about SXSW 
is these aren’t regular activations. The McDonald’s 
Loft saw people queue up for their chance to paint 
their own Happy Meal Box using virtual reality. 
Samsung, of course featured its VR ofering, but  
it also had a Samsung Pay vending machine, so 
anyone using its phones could win prizes with  
one swipe. IBM used its Watson artiicial 
intelligence platform to create custom “cognitive” 
cocktails for delegates.

Inside the centre and the surrounding hotel 
venues, there’s the same hive of activity. There 
are sessions and panels that cover the big topics 
like mobile, VR and AR, and the media new world 

order, but there’s also keynotes that centre around
psychology, medical technology and US civic
engagement.

It didn’t take me long to see why people keep
coming back to SXSW, and why the interactive
festival in particular has well and truly become
a must-attend event on the agency calendar.

Seeing professors, CEOs, and even presidents
take to the same stage at the one event, it’s
hard not to feel reinvigorated and inspired,
regardless of how many beers you may have
had the night before.

SXSW isn’t about learning about what’s new in
the traditional sense. Making the trek to Austin is
about the inspiration that comes from being in
the same city as thousands of people who all
have the same thirst for knowledge.

There’s so much power in being in a space where
everyone is in the same state of mind. Everyone
wants to learn, everyone wants to have fun and
everyone wants to meet new people.

Usually after a day or two of a conference
schedule, most are ready to lood outside and
forget about everything they’ve just heard. But
it feels diferent here.

The interplay between what counts as the 'day
job' for people in advertising and media and the
other stuf – rubbing shoulders and hearing about
disparate industries, is what really gets the juices
lowing and keeps the conversations going until
late into the night.

Sarah Homewood is a journalist at AdNews

The Orange Sky's 
the limit

Best mates, Nic Marchesi and Lucas Patchett 
have been named Young Australians of  
the Year. These two enterprising Aussies were 
recognised for an idea very similar to something 
you’d see in a good episode of The Council. Nic 
and Lucas have built a mobile laundry to help the 
homeless or those in a crisis. 

Orange Sky Laundry began cruising the streets 
in 2014 and has since expanded to ive vans, 
operated by close to 300 volunteers. 

The laundry’s vans are itted with two 
commercial washing machines and two large 
dryers. They service nearly 40 locations, 
washing and drying over 350 loads of laundry 
each week. 

These two young blokes, only 12 months out 
of high school, kicked of an operation that’s 
cleaning the clothes of the homeless in cities all 
around the country. Hats of to them for bringing 
a dose of dignity to homelessness. 

They believe we’re all entitled to clean  
clothes and conversation. Perhaps the chatter 
around the washing machine is as rewarding  
as dry clothes. 

I heard Nic and Lucas interviewed and they 
said something that struck me. 

“It’s just what we do.” 
They were talking about growing up in families 

where the act of helping the less fortunate in the 
community was an everyday occurrence. Talking 
about helping as opposed to doing something 

that helps takes diferent amounts of sweat. 
It’s easy to lose interest in ideas that exist 

only as conversation. Easier still to lose time on 
concepts that are sitting around waiting to be 
picked up by the scruf of the neck and made. 

I'd argue it's potentially more beneicial to see 
the beta versions of great ideas fail than to watch 
an over-crafted idea please a small audience.

And while you're questioning an idea's 
potential because it’s been sitting in your out 
tray too long, Nic and Lucas are watching their 
idea gather momentum as it starts to make a big 
diference to people’s lives.

To them it's not really about selling an idea 
because they don't see themselves as needing 
approval. Solving the problem is all the approval 
they need. 

Coincidentally, one of the guys was running 
late for the Australian of the Year ceremony 
because he’s was helping his mother on a project 
in Cambodia. 

Perhaps 'getting it done' is easier when 'getting 
it done' runs in the family – from top to bottom.

Michael Knox is chief creative o�cer  

of Grey Group Australia
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Radio breaks 
out of the box 

The media landscape is changing and radio is answering the call.  
Rachael Micallef takes a deep dive into the way radio is gearing itself up 

for the future with a focus on new tools, broader oferings and more talent. 

If someone asks you what radio is, you might 
point to a plastic box with speakers on the 
kitchen counter or a car stereo. But ask the  
boss of any of the major commercial networks 
and they’d say you’re dead wrong. 

The reason? The media landscape is changing, 
and radio is with it. No longer is radio conined 
to the airwaves, but instead is a broader ofering 
with a focus on talent and the audiences to be 
drawn with it. Put simply, radio is an 
entertainment business.

It’s not a new concept - in fact most of the 
major networks have been going down the 
diversiication path for some time - but 2016 
looks like it might be the year where ambition 
inally meets reality.

Southern Cross Austereo (SCA) chief creative 
oicer Guy Dobson said the movement of the 
market has led to a fundamental change in the 
way it views its business.

“We have a multi-platform solution for clients 
as opposed to just linear spots and dots,” he 
said. “I’d like to think they think of us as more 
than just sound out of a box.”

SCA isn’t the only one. As Commercial Radio 
Australia (CRA) CEO Joan Warner said, radio 
has matured in the last few years to become an 
industry where broadcasters “compete iercely 
with each other for the radio dollar” but where 
the real opposition is other media.

Hinged on talent 

Key to radio’s diversiication is talent, and  
the ability to command audiences on and of  
the airwaves. 

As Nova Entertainment group sales director 
Peter Charlton said: “Content is still the most 
important thing and for us and it’s hinged on 
the talent - on the talent being engaging as  
well as commercially acceptable.”

For Nova, the focus on talent led to a switch 
in Melbourne breakfast hosts this year, with 
Meschel and Tommy replaced by Chrissie, 
Sam and Browny in a bid to court both the 
commercial side and consumers.

Nova COO Louise Higgins said it is the irst 
time the company has actually sat back and 

taken a whole-of-business approach to creating 
a show, with Charlton and his sales team 
involved in the talent hire discussion.

“I imagine ive or 10 years ago that wouldn’t 
have been the case,” Charlton said.  
“But commercial outcomes in radio are so 
important and so integral to our business that 
the talent has to be able to not only deliver that 
message, but understand it and get it across.”

SCA has also made talent the centre of its 
commercial ofering. CEO Grant Blackley 
recently announced a schem h
key talent are given compan
which Maxus Melbourne CE
McCraith said would give ta
bit more “skin in the game”
a particularly appealing ide
for advertisers.

“It means the talent is
more willing to go over 
and above with activity, 
with clients to get better 
results,” McCraith said.

The other play SCA is  
making with talent is more
overt, with the launch of The
Studio last month. The aim i
to connect its talent directly
with clients, in a space able
to produce content for 
radio, television and online.

“The Studio is about 
leveraging our talent and 
their skills in where their 
brands sit and unleashing 
that upon clients and 
working out how we can 
do something creative,”  
Dobson said.

We have to make a 
statement to the market that

we’re open for business,
above and beyond

t t
ss, 

“It’s quite new but we’ve had briefs pouring 
though from agencies. We want them to come 
back and knock on our door in the future.” 

Adding strings to the bow

Radio has had a number of disparate assets for 
sometime, but with a focus on talent to harness 
audiences it seems to be looking at more multi-
channel solutions as sources of potential revenue. 

SCA’s digital properties receive a huge 
amount of consumer interest, with Dobson 
noting that publishing is a potential area of 
expansion for the business. It has plans 
underway for a full roll-out of its sporting  
blog The Greenfield Post and is currently on  
the hunt for an editor. 

Carat’s chief investment oicer Ashley 
Earnshaw said the push radio networks have
made into ‘screens’ has a lot of potential given

th l tilit h i

THE NEW BATTLEFIELD

On air the main bat t leground for 2016 is 

Melbourne break fast , with the three major  

s tations all having a contemporary hit radio 

format. Survey One cer tainly showed that  

impact with plenty of jumps and dips in the 

ratings. Carat CIO Ashley Earnshaw said  

buyers are watching with interest . 

“Melbourne break fast is one where i t ’s a 

completely new market and I ’d be urging the 

planners and buyers a bit of caution,” he said. 

“The judgement ’s not out yet until there are a 

couple of surveys under the belt .” 
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the volatility shown in
traditional screen
media like television.

“The fact
that some
of the radio
stations have

really geared
themselves up

around content,
production and

social, means that
they’re actually in tune
with what goes on from
an advertiser point of 
view,” he said.
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DAB +

Networks aren ’ t the only sources of innovation  

in the radio space, with industr y body CRA  

also looking to the future. 

I t unveiled the release of the f irs t digital DAB+ 

enabled smar tphone, the LG Stylus 2 DAB+. 

The phone will be released in Australia  

in the coming months as par t of a deal  

with an Australian telco. Warner believes  

i ts launch “will mean the take-up of  

DAB+ will skyrocket ”.

“ I t ’s like giving people back the whole idea  

of a t ransistor radio. Instead of draining data  

and bat tery, this says to people – have all of  

these great s tations for f ree.”

“It’s all about diferent touchpoints, diferent 
screens and planning in line with that. If radio 
thinks about content on diferent devices and 
activation of that content that’s where I think 
they’re able now to compete a bit with screens.”

ARN CEO Tony Kendall said the company no 
longer has digital strategies, rather it has an 
audience strategy which follows audiences in  
a platform-agnostic way.

As part of that, it’s investing in a raft of talent 
in the digital space including former Bauer 
general manager of consumer digital, Sarah 
Belle Murphy, as well as data specialists as it 
looks to have a better view of its audiences –  
for both itself and clients.

To that end, Kendall revealed ARN is doing 
more in the research and insights space, 
including a study on consumer behaviour – 
Beyond Radio – focused on music talent and 
content, to be released within weeks.

The other area of potential upside is 
podcasting. ARN recently added podcasters, 
The Thinkergirls, to its national nightly 
schedule and Kendall says bolstering its content 
pool with podcasting is on the agenda.

Dobson also hinted that podcasting could be 
on the cards for SCA going forward, but pointed 
out the challenge with podcasts is that “no one 
has cracked the business model”. 

The content game

For Nova, the jewel in its multi-channel 
business is Create, the content focused business 
unit it created close to ive years ago.

While Charlton revealed Create has opened 
Nova up to advertisers that ordinarily wouldn’t 
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it is after more briefs further up the chain.
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“I need to make sure we go seeking and looking 
for that – not just knocking on familiar doors, 
but going to whoever holds the power, sway and 
inluence of ideas within a brand.”

Earnshaw said one of the best networks for 
content marketing is Macquarie Radio Network. 
Its head of client content creation, Andrew 
Sidwell, said “we create content that improves 
our audience’s lives but also adds value for the 
brand outside products and services”.

Content marketing platform iHeartRadio is 
set for growth in 2016 after ARN signed a two-
year deal with Optus to deliver events, Kendall 
said. ARN also has a leg-up on the competition 
with integration, with its owner APN News and 
Media lagging better collaboration between its 
business units, ARN, outdoor irm Adshel and 
social video company Emotive, as a priority.

“At the moment we’re at the stage of sharing 
briefs, collaborating on research and we’re 
certainly looking to pitch together when it 
makes sense for the customer,” Kendall said.

The other impact on integration could be 
media reform if the proposed package before 
parliament goes through. The abolition of the 
‘two out of three’ rule could mean more mergers, 
and potentially more scope for integration.

“Clearly whoever ends up owning whoever 
will be interesting but the integration of radio 
and TV in particular could be a very powerful 
cross-platform opportunity,” McCraith said.
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Judge  
& Jury
If you suspect foul play, email 
adnews@yaffa.com.au

 Opening address
While KFC’s Plucka Duck may be the 
irst human-sized chicken to ride a 
skateboard through uninhabited 
mountains, it certainly isn’t the irst 
time we’ve seen this – in fact Ben Stiller 
pulled of the exact same scene when 
he starred in The Secret Life of Walter 
Mitty. This case begs the question, is 
the new Plucka Duck ad a blatant  
rip-of or a new age adaption?

Verdict
If you take the scene out of Stiller’s
skateboard ride in Iceland, you will
see it is a perfect lift from the ilm. The
only diference is Stiller isn’t wearing
a Plucka Duck costume. Shot in New
Zealand, it igures a desolate scene
can only be replicated in a desolate
country. With the striking similarities it
would seem Plucka Duck intended
to pay tribute to the ilm, rather than
steal the concept completely.

Sentence
With Honda paying homage to Ferris
Bueller’s Day Off at the Super Bowl;
Volkswagen’s tribute to Star Wars; and
Nike referencing Back to the Future;
advertising is indeed full of good movie
references. The ruling is pop culture
is fair game in adland. This judge just
hopes Plucka Duck doesn’t borrow
any more of Stiller’s scenes – can you
imagine the human-sized chicken on
the runway giving us ‘blue steel’?

OFF THE 
RECORD

 Compliments of  
the chief
OTR’s esteemed AdNews 

colleagues don’t want for 

compliments, but usually  

they’re about the work. One 

agency boss kicked their 

reputation as a charmer up 

a gear, giving OTR plenty of 

compliments of a different 

nature at a recent awards 

ceremony. From what we hear, 

OTR certainly wasn’t the only 

one either.

 Not so jolly
A couple of media honchos were 

overheard laughing about how 

a certain rival media boss was 

swanning off to SXSW during an 

epic swathe of pitches – a sure 

sign it would mean a guaranteed 

loss for the business. Turns out 

that jolly was cancelled at the 

last minute. Who’s laughing now?

 A switch without  
a pitch
One media mogul has been 

spending, not months but over 

a year, harnessing a potential 

new account. Keep your eyes 

peeled as there’s set to be a big 

brand media agency switch off 

the back of this grooming – and 

it’s set to be a straight switch 

without a pitch.

 18 months and out 
OTR loves a healthy rivalry in 

the agency business, but one 

CEO had some choice words 

about a competitor embarking 

on a new role. We won’t tell you 

the particular words used, but 

we will unveil how long our CEO 

thinks their rival will be in the 

role: no more than 18 months.

  All’s fair in love  
and awards
Awards are contentious and OTR 

expected a few sideways glances  

for some trophies at the recent 

AdNews Agency of the Year 

Awards from finalists that didn’t 

win. But one creative type who’s 

just stepped down from a post 

was so upset on a rival agency’s 

behalf that it didn’t win more 

metal, perhaps a not-so-subtle 

signal of where his next gig is.

 Sore head
OTR had a very sore head the 

day after the AdNews Agency of 

the Year Awards but wasn’t the 

only one. One particular reveller 

was spied head in hands looking 

particularly worse for wear 

before a big meeting the very 

next morning.

KFC’s Plucka Duck

The Secret Life of Walter Mitty

*This is an edited transcript of a phone call to the 
company’s customer line to test an advertising claim.

Watchdog
Kleenex

Flushable Cleansing Cloths
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Kleenex

I’ve been buying flushable wipes for a while 
now, but I read today they aren’t actually 
flushable?

Our wipes meet the industry standards  
and regulations set by the government. 
Where did you read they aren’t lushable?

I read a report saying the wipes cause 
blockages.

Mainly those blockages are caused by  
baby wipes that aren’t supposed to be put 
down the toilet and they are put into the 
same category as lushable wipes. What 
report was it?

Sydney Water said they removed more than 
1000 tonnes of wet wipe materials.

We’re working with Sydney Water and 
many other companies regarding their 
indings. We can’t say anything about it 
at this stage, but I can assure you that the 
wipes meet the industry standards and 
that’s all we can follow.

Do you think there should be a warning on  
the packaging saying they do not disintegrate 
like toilet paper?

We just go by whatever the government 
says. If you want more information I’ll  
get your details and get someone to call  
you back.

Consumers are told on the packaging that 
these wipes are “lushable,” which would 
lead consumers to assume they can be 
tossed in the toilet. However, reports have 
found that these wipes are wreaking havoc 
on Australia’s plumbing and waterways. Is 
Kleenex to blame? If its product meets the 
current industry guidelines, maybe it’s  
time the government cleaned up its act. 

Final Reckoning

Kleenex claims its �ushable cleansing cloths break down through 
sewerage and water systems after �ushing, although Australian 
water service providers are not convinced.  

SEE FOR YOURSELF

Use the free viewa app to scan this 

page to watch the ads for yourself.


